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Open, agile, 
hybrid, and 
distributed

We live in revolutionary times.

When we started, 
our tools were playthings, 
hobbies. Fun.

Now they power our planet.

Open, agile, hybrid, and distributed 
ways of working, ways of thinking, 
and organising human collective 
endeavour have literally 
changed everything.

But not everything is open, 
and not all change is good.

Let's examine some of these threads.
Let's explore where, and how they 
intertwine, so we might continue 
to pursue positive, open, 
and inclusive change.



We live in revolutionary times.

IT and the forever revolution | Computerworld 

https://www.computerworld.com/article/3158216/it-and-the-forever-revolution.html


When we started, 
our tools were 

playthings, 
hobbies. 

Fun.



Now,
they power 
our planet.

📷 Google Earth



Open

Categories of Free and Nonfree Software - GNU Project 

https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/categories.html


Open

Seb
Chan



Everything Open

Open data

Open framework

Open hardware

Open by design

Security in the open

Open education resources

Open government

Open access

Open standards



Agile

https://agilemanifesto.org/



Agile

https://www.etymonline.com/word/agile



📷 Andrea Arden, Wikimedia CCA

 Marea the. 
 doberman does. 
 agility training.



"Open doors, 
rather than 
selling keys."

Agile

Sister Corita Kent
Octavia Butler



Hybrid



Open Hybrid Cloud

Levelling the playing field in the 
new hybrid workplace | SlackHybrid

https://slack.com/intl/en-au/blog/news/leveling-the-playing-field-in-the-new-hybrid-workplace
https://slack.com/intl/en-au/blog/news/leveling-the-playing-field-in-the-new-hybrid-workplace


Distributed



Ways of working

📷 Samuel Calvert, Wikimedia 



The myriad of 

mindsets and 

world views.

Ways of thinking



Ways of organising 

Human collective endeavor



.Human collective endeavor. 



Human collective endeavor



.Human collective endeavor.



.Human collective endeavor.



Space Tank - 
Rapid Shield

c

Human Collective Endeavor

Open Hardware + Collaboration

https://www.spacetankstudio.com.au/featured/the-space-tank-face-shield-goes-nationwide/ 📷 Space Tank

https://www.spacetankstudio.com.au/featured/the-space-tank-face-shield-goes-nationwide/


Ways of organising 

Trivial 
Patch 
Monkey



Literally changed everything!

Ok, maybe just metaphorically?



Not everything is open, 

New tech bingo
by ben ui
https://benui.ca/

not all change is good.



Let's examine some of 
these threads.

📷 H-grapher, pixahive.com, CC0



Or these threads?or these threads?

📷 Robert Hewitt, wikipedia, CC-SA



… or maybe 
these threads?

📷 Colin M.L. Burnett, Wikipedia, CC-SA



Let's explore where, and how they intertwine

📷 kattekrab, openclipart



How do you see the threads of Open, Agile, Hybrid, & Distributed, intertwine?
I think these threads seek to describe the potential of our 
community, they resonate with our values to share what 
might be possible, and make BIG KNOTS that signal certain 
never-again strategies

The "thread" (bolt/screw) image, albeit tongue in check, 
made me think how all our technology and modern society 
still depends on a lot of very old, proven and basic 
technologies. Things we do not think about much, but are 
absolutely critical - moreso than the cutting edge stuff most 
of us work with.

Humans generally work better with distinct rules instead of 
how they naturally would, make a framework and we will 
follow it (to a certain extent, corporations will definitely 
enforce it, even if it’s not useful)

I see these concepts as tools/ways of working that are 
suitable and work for some people in some situations. 
However, if these concepts are misunderstood or misused 
by management, it can have negative impacts on the 
working environment.

You know, I think I'm doing this by feel.

Acceptance of things, people, 
places that are different.

Don't always know when you are in 
the middle of a revolution

Getting away from rigidity, both political and social

Linked to historical cycles in human culture

As woven around people - with all 
the wonder and horror that brings

Agile is something of a subset of Lean, 
FOSS is terrific at aspects of Lean such as eliminating 
waste and doing everything just in time

Some of the changes can be leveraged to bring equity 
and justice to domains and work places if that is sought 
intentionally

Relational

Immersively

Chaotically

Human behaviour

At a common goal.

going with what 
seems right

In a stressful 
buzzword soup

Flexibility, only need 
the minimum

Flexible ways of 
working together

These are responses from the audience at Everything Open, March 2023



continue to pursue positive, 
open, and inclusive change?

How Might We…



“You cannot get through a single 
day without having an impact on 
the world around you. 

What you do makes a 
difference, and you have to 
decide what kind of difference 
you want to make.” 

— Jane Goodall

📷 World Bank, Flickr



Thank you
Donna Benjamin

@kattekrab@aus.social
donna@kattekrab.net


